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Honda Improves Odyssey

New-Generation Minivan Adds Long List of Features, Upgrades
By Derek Price

abuse, with a virtually unbreakable
cabin and bulletproof drivetrain.
That’s a big reason the Odyssey’s
resale value is insanely high. If this
new generation lives up to the
standards of its forebears, it should
provide years of relatively trouble-free
use and high prices on used-car lots
for years to come.
Pricing starts at $29,990 for the base
LX model and ranges up to $46,770
for the Elite level that’s trimmed out
better than some luxury cars.
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he Honda Odyssey has long
been the most popular minivan for individual buyers in
America.
Now a new fifth-generation
Odyssey is launching, but it won’t be
an easy path for Honda to retain its
popularity in a segment with stronger
competition and buyers moving in
ever-increasing masses to crossovers
and SUVs.
After driving it for a week, I think it
makes a compelling case for why the
Honda van is still relevant, though,
with a barrage of new features and
updates.
Let’s go through the laundry list:
— Magic Slide seats: These
appropriately-named seats in the middle row are absolutely brilliant for
families. They let you slide them in different positions to make the cabin even
easier to use, whether you want to
access the back seat, slide them without removing baby seats, or position
them close together in “buddy mode.”
— CabinWatch: A camera mounted
on the ceiling lets parents keep an eye
on their kids through the 8-inch

What was tested?
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Honda’s minivan gets a fresh look that’s more sleek and sculpted than before, yet it’s still instantly
recognizable as an Odyssey. This 2018 model is the introduction of a new generation of the van’s design.
digital display in front. It shows both
the second and third rows of seating
and even works at night thanks to an
infrared mode.
— CabinTalk: Are the kids getting
too noisy in back? Need to make sure
everyone hears you? A microphone

The new Odyssey’s cabin is quieter than the previous generation, with
increased use of high-strength steel blends and soundproofing to cut
down on road and wind noise.

up front lets the driver act like a
subway conductor and talk to
passengers through the speakers.
— CabinControl: Odyssey owners
can download an app that lets them
control the rear-seat entertainment
system and climate control, plus send
destinations to the navigation system
through their smartphone.
— 10-Speed Automatic: A new
transmission feels nicely sorted,
never hunting for gears, and helps
the Odyssey achieve a fuel-economy
rating of 28 mpg on the highway. Gas
mileage remains one of the best
reasons to choose a minivan over a
full-size SUV, and this one makes it
even better.
— Social Playlist: Perfect for
road trips when your passengers
want to be DJs, this feature lets up to
seven people upload songs to the
van’s audio system from their smartphones. Honda calls it a “virtual
jukebox” that lets people share their
favorite songs for others to enjoy,
which I imagine could be heavenly or
awful depending on your passengers’
musical taste.
Two of the Odyssey’s most compelling aspects, though, can’t be
boiled down to bullet points.

One is the way it drives. The Odyssey remains the best-driving van for
people who like to feel a connection
to the road, something in stark contrast to the more floaty feeling of the
Toyota Sienna and Chrysler Pacifica.
Personally, I prefer the Toyota and
Chrysler products on the highway
with their relaxing, supple, squishy
suspensions, but I like the Honda
much better in city driving. Its firmer
suspension and better feedback
through the steering wheel and brake
pedal make me feel safer and more in
control in traffic.
Part of the Odyssey’s excellent road
feel comes from a new trailing-arm
rear suspension design. It improves
handling and allows for more cargo
space in back and — silly or not —
19-inch wheels on some top trims.
Maybe the next generation can add
22-inch dubs.
Secondly, the Odyssey’s top selling
point has got to be its reputation for
durability.
Minivans typically take a beating
from their Cheerios-munching
passengers and constant, stop-and-go
runs to soccer games and ballet practice. This one has earned a reputation
a van that stands up to that kind of

2018 Honda Odyssey Elite
($46,670). Options: None.
Price as tested (including $940
destination charge): $47,610
Wheelbase: 118.1 in.
Length: 203.2 in.
Width: 78.5 in.
Height: 68.3 in.
Engine: 3.5-liter V6 (280 hp,
262 lbs.-ft.)
Transmission: 10-speed
automatic
Fuel economy: 19 city,
28 highway
RATINGS
Style: 6
Performance: 7
Price: 9
Handling: 7
Ride: 7
Comfort: 8
Quality: 9
Overall: 8
Why buy it?
It adds a laundry list of fun and
useful features for a new generation of families. It enjoys a longterm reputation for durability
and drives in a way that lets the
driver feel connected to the road,
a rare thing in minivans.
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he Honda Odyssey has long been the most
popular minivan for individual buyers in
America.

Now a new fifth-generation
Odyssey is launching, but it won’t
be an easy path for Honda to retain
its popularity in a segment with
stronger competition and buyers
moving in ever-increasing masses
to crossovers and SUVs.
After driving it for a week, I think
it makes a compelling case for why
the Honda van is still relevant,
though, with a barrage of new
features and updates.
Let’s go through the laundry list:
— Magic Slide seats: These
appropriately-named seats in the
middle row are absolutely brilliant
for families. They let you slide them
in different positions to make the
cabin even easier to use, whether
you want to access the back seat,
slide them without removing baby
seats, or position them close
together in “buddy mode.”
— CabinWatch: A camera
mounted on the ceiling lets
parents keep an eye on their kids
through the 8-inch digital display
in front. It shows both the second
and third rows of seating and
even works at night thanks to an
infrared mode.
— CabinTalk: Are the kids getting
too noisy in back? Need to make
sure everyone hears you? A microphone up front lets the driver act
like a subway conductor and talk to
passengers through the speakers.
— CabinControl: Odyssey
owners can download an app that
lets them control the rear-seat
entertainment system and climate
control, plus send destinations to
the navigation system through their
smartphone.

The new Odyssey’s cabin is quieter than the previous generation, with increased use of high-strength steel
blends and soundproofing to cut down on road and wind noise.
— 10-Speed Automatic: A new
transmission feels nicely sorted,
never hunting for gears, and
helps the Odyssey achieve a fueleconomy rating of 28 mpg on the
highway. Gas mileage remains one
of the best reasons to choose a
minivan over a full-size SUV, and
this one makes it even better.

— Social Playlist: Perfect for road
trips when your passengers want to
be DJs, this feature lets up to seven
people upload songs to the van’s
audio system from their smartphones. Honda calls it a “virtual
jukebox” that lets people share their
favorite songs for others to enjoy,
which I imagine could be heavenly

or awful depending on your
passengers’ musical taste.
Two of the Odyssey’s most
compelling aspects, though, can’t
be boiled down to bullet points.
One is the way it drives. The
Odyssey remains the best-driving
van for people who like to feel a
connection to the road, something

in stark contrast to the more floaty
feeling of the Toyota Sienna and
Chrysler Pacifica.
Personally, I prefer the Toyota
and Chrysler products on the
highway with their relaxing, supple,
squishy suspensions, but I like the
Honda much better in city driving.
Its firmer suspension and better
feedback through the steering wheel
and brake pedal make me feel safer
and more in control in traffic.
Part of the Odyssey’s excellent
road feel comes from a new trailingarm rear suspension design. It
improves handling and allows for
more cargo space in back and —
silly or not — 19-inch wheels on
some top trims. Maybe the next
generation can add 22-inch dubs.
Secondly, the Odyssey’s top
selling point has got to be its
reputation for durability.
Minivans typically take a beating
from their Cheerios-munching
passengers and constant, stopand-go runs to soccer games and
ballet practice. This one has earned
a reputation a van that stands up to
that kind of abuse, with a virtually
unbreakable cabin and bulletproof
drivetrain.
That’s a big reason the Odyssey’s
resale value is insanely high. If this
new generation lives up to the
standards of its forebears, it should
provide years of relatively troublefree use and high prices on used-car
lots for years to come.
Pricing starts at $29,990 for the
base LX model and ranges up to
$46,770 for the Elite level that’s
trimmed out better than some
luxury cars.

A CLOSER LOOK

AT A GLANCE: FACTS, FIGURES AND RATINGS
What was tested?

2018 Honda Odyssey Elite ($46,670). Options: None. Price as
tested (including $940 destination charge): $47,610
Wheelbase: 118.1 in.
Length: 203.2 in.
Width: 78.5 in.
Height: 68.3 in.
Engine: 3.5-liter V6 (280 hp, 262 lbs.-ft.)
Transmission: 10-speed automatic
Fuel economy: 19 city, 28 highway

RATINGS
Style: 6
Performance: 7
Price: 9
Handling: 7
Ride: 7
Comfort: 8
Quality: 9
Overall: 8

Why buy it?
It adds a laundry list of fun
and useful features for a
new generation of families.
It enjoys a long-term reputation for durability and drives
in a way that lets the driver
feel connected to the road, a
rare thing in minivans.

